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Standard International Shipping. Last-minute detailing is done on the block mating surfaces. A
razor blade is used to debunk deck surfaces contaminated with paint and rust. Close inspection
of the coolant and oil passages is good measure prior to assembly. The small-block Ford has
five main bearings, with the thrust bearing at the number-3 journal. Small-block Chevrolets, by
contrast, have the thrust bearing at the number-5 rear main bearing. Obviously, the main caps
will have to be removed to install the crankshaft. Screw-in oil galley plugs are installed at this
time prior to block assembly. We do these first to avoid any chance of forgetting. Teflon sealer
or Permatex is used on these plugs to ensure a tight seal. There are three plugs at the front of
the block behind the timing set. Freeze plugs also go in using silicone sealer around the
perimeters. There is no need for sealer here; just score the edges for security. The camshaft
should be installed first because the crankshaft tends to get in the way of easy installation.
Wash the cam thoroughly in solvent to remove all machining debris. When you are installing a
conventional flat-tappet camshaft, you need to use two different types of lubrication. The

journals get engineassembly lube. The lobes get the molybdenum grease shown here. Do not
get the molybdenum on the journals. The camshaft is carefully inserted into the cam alley,
taking extra care to ensure that the journals are not nicked by the lobes. The camshaft thrust
plate is installed next using Loctite on the bolt threads for security. The oil passages on the
thrust plate face the camshaft. Main bearing halves are seated in the main caps. Bearings are
installed in the caps dry, with no lubrication between the bearing and cap. Note proper
positioning of the bearing tang or tab, which retains the bearing. Originally, older small-block
Fords had rope seals for rear main seals. Those old rope seals were retained with this pin. This
pin will distort the rubber seal and cause an oil leak. The main thrust bearing number-3 saddle
is installed as shown in the main cap. It keeps the crankshaft centered in the block. Main
bearing halves are installed in the block next. As with the main caps, bearings go in dry for a
firm grip. This is the thrust main bearing installed. Note the proper location of oil passages. The
rear main seal is next â€” installed as shown. Use a light film of silicone sealer between the seal
and block. Note how the seal lip faces. It must be on the inside to ensure a positive seal. The
seal tab should be outside. Jim Grubbs Motorsports positions the seal gaps away from the main
cap gaps, which prevents leakage. The rear main seal gets liberal doses of engine oil or engine
assembly lube. Put a dab of silicone sealer at the seal gaps before crank and bearing-cap
installation. Silicone sealer is used here at the rear main seal gaps to prevent leakage. Main bolt
threads should be lubricated with engine oil to ensure an accurate torque reading. Main
bearings are lubricated with engine assembly lube and the caps installed as shown.
Hand-tighten each cap, then snug with a socket wrench until the cap seats with the block. The
rear main cap number-5 is carefully seated in place. This one needs extra caution to ensure rear
main seal security and smooth operation. Main bearing cap bolts are torqued in third values â€”
meaning they are torqued to one-third their full torque valve, then another third, then the full
amount, which is 60 to 70 ft-lbs. Crankshaft end-play should be. The timing set is installed by
sliding both sprockets and the chain on as a set. Torque the bolt to 40 to 45 ft-lbs.
Compression-ring end gaps should always be checked, even when you have pre-gapped piston
rings. End gap should be. Compression rings differ from each other based on the conditions
they face. The top ring is exposed to more heat than the second ring. This is the second ring,
identified with a dot. This varies from ring manufacturer to ring manufacturer. Check your
instructions and the packaging for specifics. Oil ring installation begins with the expander.
Ends must meet as shown and not be overlapped. Walk each of the oil rings onto the piston as
shown. Position the end gaps degrees opposite one another. The compression rings are
installed next. Begin with the second ring, then the top ring. Make sure each ring is right-side
up. You may roll the rings onto the piston by locking one end of the ring in the groove and
walking the ring around into place. Take extra care not to scratch the ring lands. All
connecting-rod nuts are removed at this time. Do not remove the cap until it is time to install the
piston and rod. This minimizes the risk of mixing up the rod caps, which are each matched to
their rod. Lubricate the connecting rod bearing with assembly lube. Put a thin film of engine oil
on the rod bolts. Cylinder walls get either a lightweight assembly lube or weight engine oil. Coat
the walls with liberal amounts of lubrication. Rod-bolt condoms prevent cylinder wall or crank
journal nickage. Damage the crankshaft journal or cylinder wall and you can expect
unnecessary time and expense machining out the damage. Piston-ring compressors vary in
design. Seasoned builders use billet compressors that are bore-size specific, but adjustable
ring compressors are cheap, easy to use, and perfect for the hobbyist. With the piston in the
bore, guide the rod to the journal and carefully seat it in place. Hand-snug the rod nuts.
Remember to use lubrication on these bolts prior to torquing. We degree an engine because we
want to determine both valve and piston timing events. Using the information provided by the
cam card, we determine valve timing events by running the crankshaft two full revolutions. With
a top-dead-center indicator a dial indicator , we determine true piston location. This helps us
determine compression height. The has a 3. The taller-deck W and C have a 3. If you liked this
article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive
deal on this book. Step Wash the Cam The camshaft should be installed first because the
crankshaft tends to get in the way of easy installation. Ford's seminal engine later re-dubbed
the 5. Part of this reason is due to its inherent strength and simplicity, but a lot of it has to do
with how little Ford has changed it over the years. As with Chevrolet's small-block engine, the
aftermarket has had dozens of years to expand the range and reduce the cost of the parts they
offer for this engine. Start with any block, but try to find one from and up since it will already
have provisions for a roller camshaft. Purchase a set of flat top pistons from Ford Motorsport,
TRW or Keith Black with machined valve reliefs and designed to provide compression with a 59
to 60 cc combustion chamber cylinder head. Stock 5. Assemble the rotating assembly with a
stock 5. Take the assembly to a machine shop to have it balanced and install it in the block.

These are some of the best castings Ford ever produced for this engine, and are still fairly
cheap and available used. Install a set of 1. Purchase any used aftermarket manifold for the that
is designed to function in the 3, to 6, power band. Install a used set of 5. Aftermarket headers,
such as those made by Hooker, BBK and Competition Engineering, are better and are just as
easy, if somewhat more expensive, to procure used. Add a distributor designed for a carbureted
but make sure to install the correct distributor gear for your cam. The newer camshaft is
designed for use with a soft bronze distributor gear, not the hardened steel gear used for older
camshafts. Install a "wet" nitrous plate system which carries both nitrous and fuel onto the
intake manifold and jet it conservatively for a horsepower shot. You should be able to get away
with a to horsepower shot later, but it's best to start out small and work up. Richard Rowe has
been writing professionally since , specializing in automotive topics. He has worked as a
tractor-trailer driver and mechanic, a rigger at a fire engine factory and as a race-car driver and
builder. Step 1 Start with any block, but try to find one from and up since it will already have
provisions for a roller camshaft. Step 2 Purchase a set of flat top pistons from Ford Motorsport,
TRW or Keith Black with machined valve reliefs and designed to provide compression with a 59
to 60 cc combustion chamber cylinder head. Step 2 Purchase any used aftermarket manifold for
the that is designed to function in the 3, to 6, power band. Step 3 Install a used set of 5. Step 4
Add a distributor designed for a carbureted but make sure to install the correct distributor gear
for your cam. This combination should be good for about horsepower and as much as if you opt
to use the stronger aftermarket pistons. Aside from the cost of the nitrous itself, this setup
should cost you little more than a stock rebuild using all brand new parts. Consider having the
head's intake ports matched to the intake manifold gasket. This modification will help your
late-model GT40P heads work better with the old-school carbureted intake setup. Full set of
wrenches and sockets Assorted screwdrivers, pliers and vise-grips Torque wrench. The original
version of this engine was used in the and Boss Mustangs and Cougar Eliminators and was
constructed by attaching heads designed for the planned Cleveland which debuted the
following year to a Ford small block. An entirely new Boss engine was introduced for the Ford
Mustang using a variant of the Ford Modular engine. The H. Fitted to the factory-made Boss
Mustangs of , it is a unique Ford small-block featuring a thin-wall casting. It differed
substantially from regular s, featuring 4-bolt mains, screw-in freeze plugs, higher nickel content,
and cylinder heads using a canted valve design developed for the C, which made its debut in
late Mustangs. The block had a thicker deck, and a taller intake manifold due to the heads. It
also had a distinct harmonic balancer, crankcase windage tray, bigger diameter alternator
pulley from the HIPO , and bigger diameter power steering pulley all to accommodate the higher
RPM capabilities of the engine vs a standard The Boss has eight valve cover bolts; in they were
chrome and in they were cast aluminum, while the standard has six valve cover bolts. The
crankshaft is cross drilled with hollow crankshaft throws this was changed in for better
reliability high strength steel forging. The cam and lifters are high lift, solid mechanical units.
The cam featured degrees duration and. The wide and large port heads with staggered valve
placement give the H. Because of the pent-roof design of the heads, the Boss also had forged
pop-up pistons to achieve the desired Early units were typically characterized by very large
intake 2. Exhaust valves were sodium-filled to aid cooling. Valve springs were dual units with an
inner and outer spring to minimize harmonic resonance at high RPM. The heads feature steel
spring seats, screw-in rocker studs, pushrod guide plates to aid in pushrod stability at high
RPMs, and adjustable rocker arms. The taller intake required a thinner spacer. Ford used a
phenolic spacer that incorporated an aluminum tube for the PCV hose, and also helped isolate
the carburetor from the heat of the intake. The motor produces a unique sound as a result of its
solid lifter configuration. At idle, properly tuned, the engine has a great deal of 'chatter. It had a
6, RPM limit. The Boss engine competes well with other high performance 'small blocks', such
as the Chevy , the Chrysler , and AMC The "Boss" in the Boss 's name came from original
designer Larry Shinoda 's reference to Bunkie Knudsen , the CEO at Ford and an outspoken
proponent of the car's development, who told his designers, "I want to design a car that's the
coolest Mustang out there. I don't want somebody else's name on it, like a Shelby. This engine
was also optional in the Mercury Cougar Eliminator , with produced in and produced in In , Ford
Racing began marketing new crate engines using the "Boss " moniker with displacements
between From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Retrieved Archived from
the original on Categories : Ford engines V8 engines Gasoline engines by model. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from November Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. OHV 2 valves x cyl. Holley Carburetor. The
Motor Bookstore carries a wide selection of engine building books designed to guide you

through the process with detailed procedures and clear photographs ideal for any DIY home
mechanic. Find practical methods on how to blueprint an engine, or build on the fundamentals
to learn auto mechanics. DVD tutorials, repair manuals, and step-by-step engine building guides
make it easy for you to rebuild your engine the right way. Shop Collection. Automotive Diesel
Engine Repair Manuals. When it comes to a full-scale build or rebuild - even if you're an expert
mechanic - there's no need to tackle the job alone. Our resource materials are a mechanic's best
friend when it comes to acquainting you with every critical cubic inch of the engine project
you'll soon be undertaking. Our inventory of math and physics reviews, service manuals and
engine rebuilding books are available for cars, trucks, vans and SUVs of all makes and models,
foreign or domestic. Take pride in your vehicle, keep it on the road longer and make high
performance modifications to your baby. Don't be afraid to get your hands dirty and become an
automotive do-it-yourselfer. Take care of everything from your basic oil change to replacing a
blown gasket and getting your car ready for racing. Tune your engine, troubleshoot for normal
wear and tear, perform an engine swap or add some horsepower to that bad boy. Clear
photographs and detailed, step-by-step procedures make it easy to figure out how to rebuild an
engine block for your particular make and model. Maybe you're not ready to take on the task of
engine building yourself. Our detailed manuals are an excellent way to learn more about your
vehicle to become a more knowledgeable consumer. Use manuals and guides as a way to
familiarize yourself with the basic mechanics of your vehicle. This extra effort can help you
avoid unnecessary part changes and labor costs when working with a questionable mechanic.
A better knowledge of your automobile will help you learn when and how to perform routine
maintenance procedures to keep it purring longer. The second photo shows Larry's workshop
and the two FF5 kits being built. Garden Grove, CA. About Us. Has a killer sounding hydraulic
roller cam so you impress your friends at car meets. Direct replacement for the or You can
install this in old-school vehicles that came factory with a carburetor like a Mustang or a Ford
truck. Shipping rates are all inclusive! These are not just engines sitting on a shelf, they are
hand-built to order. In order to provide exact pricing we need more specifics about your project.
We can also customize packages so if you already have a carburetor and distributor we can
deduct that from your price. For a quick quote give us a call at or you can email us at sales
westcoastengines. All quotes and orders are completed by phone. You can reach by phone at or
email at sales westcoastengines. We list not only, but more importantly every name brand part
we use. Not acceptable here. Quality Control: The quality control in our facility is best in the
business. Everything gets triple-checked and tested. These are guys with lots of hands-on
experience and training with engines. Our lead salesman is an ASE certified mechanic and an
engine builder, I think that alone says enough. So our guys will know exactly what modifications
need to be made to your engine to ensure you have an easy installation. He will make sure you
have the right oil pan, the right serpentine, the right flywheel, the right intake, and much more.
Browse customizations you can add to your new Ford stroker! Upgrade to EFI, add paint colors,
intake manfold colors and finishes, and more! High temp engine enamel paint that holds up to
degrees. These throttle body systems are installed and calibrated on your engine for maximum
power output while maintaining good cold start characteristics and street drivability. Includes
entire kit with air horns, fuel rail, fuel pressure regulator, throttle position sensor, linkage kit,
manifold, and more! First Name. Last Name. Call Us: Email Us. This isn't a sales newsletter - we
share cool engine builds, what's new, and what we think you will enjoy about custom crate
engines! Instant Quotes. Call To Order Instant Quotes Does it Fit My Vehicle? Engine specs
How Does Shipping Work? Why West Coast Engines? We are exclusively partnered with CVF
Racing , one of the finest serpentine manufactures in the world! These front accessory drive
kits areâ€¦ CNC machined all pulleys and brackets in the USA from T6 aluminum, and they come
available in polished or stealth black. From high amp alternators to high-flow water pumps, we
are proud to offer a complete line of accessories coupled with a life time warranty. You have 6
months to return your core after the engine is delivered Core instructions will be emailed to you
after purchase Must be a Yes, you may keep your core! Most customers do and just pay the
core fee upfront. Core checks are sent within 90 days after core is mailed off What is a core? A
core is an old engine. It constists of the block, heads, crankshaft, and connecting rods. Our
nationwide warranty for the stroker engine is a whopping 3 years and unlimited miles. Because
we take pride in the engines we build knowing they are our best when they leave here. We use a
common-sense and personable approach getting you back on the road as quickly as possible if
anything were to happen. This initiates after a credit card transaction is processed. Premium
paint jobs, special requests, and serpentine kit add-ons are non-refundable. Freight is
non-refundable. Email Us Now! Tell us about the project your working on and how we can help!
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged. Customize Your Engine!
Check out our Ford stroker engines! Sign up for our weekly newsletter. Rock on!! Thanks for

joining our newsletter! Please check your inbox right away as we just sent a confirmation email.
Please also add sales westcoastengines. Close this module. Join Our Community. Email Enter
your email address. The engine was discontinued in new trucks F-Series after , and new SUVs
Explorer after , but remains available for purchase from Ford Performance Parts as a crate
engine. The designations of 'Windsor' and 'Cleveland' were derived from the locations of
manufacture: Windsor, Ontario and Cleveland, Ohio. The engine was designed as a successor
to the Ford Y-block engine. Production began in for installation in the model year Ford Fairlane
and Mercury Meteor. From the mids through the s, the Ford Small Block engine was also
marinized for use in smaller recreational boats. For the model year, Ford began phasing in their
new Modular V8 engine to replace the small-block, beginning with the Lincoln Town Car and
continuing through the s. The small-block engine was introduced in the Ford Fairlane. The
engine uses a separate aluminum timing chain cover, which differentiates it from the later series
Cleveland engines that use an integrated timing cover. All Ford Small Block engines use
two-valve-per-cylinder heads, with "2V" and "4V" designations indicating the number of barrels
or venturi in the carburetor. The valves are in-line and use straight six-bolt valve covers.
Coolant is routed out of the block through the intake manifold. Two additional displacements
were produced during the engine's history. The W so identified to distinguish from the series
Cleveland C uses a taller block than the other engines in the series to avoid excessively short
connecting rods. The first attempt mated a tunnel-port head to a cu in block, but the
displacement proved to be too small to deliver the desired power. The next iteration of the
engine mated an improved head design to the cu in block, producing the famous "Boss ". The
heads from the Boss became the production heads on the series Cleveland engines, which
used the same bore spacing and head bolt configuration as the small block engines. As the s
drew to a close, Ford began the design of a new OHC V8 to replace the venerable small block
design. The Modular 4. Through the rest of the decade, Ford gradually shifted V8 applications to
the Modular engine, with the Mustang transitioning in Even as the small block neared the end of
its life, development continued, with new cylinder heads introduced for the Ford Explorer in
American sales in new vehicles ended with the Ford Explorer, but the engine continues to be
offered for sale as a crate engine from Ford Racing and Performance Parts. All of the July
through August engines used a five-bolt bell housing, with all s and s being of this
configuration, but the changed to the six-bolt arrangement at this time - the change was made
due to transmission utilization issues i. The block mount pads and the cylinder wall contour of
the and engines changed in Januaryâ€”February with the introduction of the variant â€” all and
engine blocks up to this time featured 'corrugated wall' construction with two freeze plugs on
the side of each bank and engine mount hole pitch distances of 6 inch. All three block variants
from this point on featured the straight wall method of construction, three freeze plugs and an
engine mount hole pitch distance of seven inches. The corrugated wall method of block
construction had caused cleaning difficulties in the foundry from day one and a change was
phased in. An advanced, compact, thinwall-casting design, it was 24 in wide, 29 in long, and In
stock form, it used a two-barrel carburetor and a compression ratio of 8. Valve diameters were
1. The was phased out in April due to a lack of demand after about , had been produced. The
second version of the Fairlane V8, introduced during the middle of the model year March , had a
larger bore of 3. Compression ratio was raised fractionally to 8. For the and car model years, the
valve head diameters remained the same as the , but for the car model year, they were enlarged
to 1. Rated power was not changed. In , the became the base engine on full-sized Ford sedans.
Later in the model year, its availability was expanded to the Ford Falcon and Mercury Comet.
The special rally version of the Falcon and Comet and early AC Cobra sports cars of used a
high-performance version of the with higher compression, hotter camshaft timing, upgraded
connecting rods, valves with larger diameter valve stems, stronger valve springs and a
four-barrel carburetor. This engine was termed the HP by Ford and was specifically made for
Carroll Shelby â€” about were made. The â€” Sunbeam Tiger Mk I used the Bore was expanded
to 4. Stroke remained at 2. The base version came with a two-barrel carburetor and 8. In , an
intermediate performance version of the engine was introduced with a four-barrel carburetor
and 9. The engine was an option on the Ford Mustang and was known as the "D-code" from the
letter code used to identify the engine in the VIN. The D-code engine is relatively rare, as it was
only offered as an optional engine in the latter half of the model year. This engine is not the
same engine as the HiPo K-code engine offered in Ford vehicles. For , the compression ratio of
the base was raised to 9. In the four-barrel version was increased to A high-performance
version of the engine was introduced late in the model year as a special order for Ford
Fairlanes. The engine is informally known as the HiPo or the K-code' after the engine letter used
in the VIN of cars so equipped. Oddly, this engine was introduced in as the only engine
available in the intermediate Fairlanes. Lesser-powered cars had the engine in that year.

Starting in June , it became an option for the Mustang. The HiPo engine was engineered to
increase performance and high-RPM reliability over standard fare. It had solid lifters with hotter
cam timing; Even the HiPo's fan was unique. The K-code HiPo engine was an expensive option
and its popularity was greatly diminished after the and big-block engines became available in
the Mustang and Fairlane lines, which offered similar power at the expense of greater weight for
far less cost. Shelby also replaced the internal front press-in oil gallery plugs with a screw-in
type plug to reduce chances of failure. Ford designed a new block for the GT, due to a new
regulation which limited engine displacement to 5. Ford was able to arrive at the displacement
by an extra eighth-inch of piston travel to the Hi-Performance V8. The block featured
heavy-duty, four-bolt main bearing caps and pressed in freeze plugs. This engine was topped
with Gurney-Weslake aluminum heads. About 50 blocks were made. Ford's new "Tunnel-Port"
engine was originally envisioned as the secret weapon for the Trans-Am season, which would
bring them a third Championship win. Starting with a GT block, Ford topped the engine with a
new head design. The intake ports were straight, instead of snaking around the push rods. The
push rods actually went through the center of the ports thus the name "Tunnel-Port". This
configuration also enabled larger valves to be used. A strong bottom end, thicker cylinder walls,
steel screw-in freeze plugs , race-prepared crank, special HD connecting rods, and
Cleveland-style forged pistons kept the engine together at high speeds. The key to this engine's
power was the large-port, large-valve, quench-chambered, free-flowing heads. The Boss
Mustang was offered only for the and model years. In a January issue of Hot Rod magazine, a
Boss engine built to the exact specifications, settings, and conditions to the original engine was
tested. In an attempt to reduce the high speeds, the organizers of this race capped the engine
capacity in Ford consequently returned to the MKI GT40 originally using the Windsor , but had
now increased its capacity to meet the new rules. Since Ford had ruled that the GT40 engines
must have a direct link back to its production cars, the was adopted in domestic manufacturing.
The connecting rods were shortened to allow the use of the same pistons as the It replaced the
early in the model year. The most common form of this engine used a two-barrel carburetor,
initially with 9. It had hydraulic lifters and valves of 1. The was manufactured in Windsor from to
Ten years of manufacture was punctuated by several design changes, some small or larger. In ,
the manufacturing of the engine was moved from Windsor, Ontario to Cleveland, Ohio. Along
with the move came most changes that stayed with it for the remainder of its life. These were
longer valve stems with rotating lash caps, bottle neck type rocker studs for a positive stop nut
arrangement and a longer pushrod to correct valve train geometry. The water pump borrowed
from the Cleveland, with a few minor alterations to the casting, allowed the use of a left hand
water inlet. This change also necessitated the need for a harmonic dampener change to move
the timing marks to the other side of the front timing cover and a change to four bolts holding
the crank pulley rather than just three. Emission regulations caused a progressive reduction in
compression ratio for the two-barrel, to 9. In that year, U. From the car model year, the became
more commonly known as the 5. Ford may have used the "5. Despite its advertised
displacement, Car and Driver referred to the as a 4. Throttle-body fuel injection became
available on the Lincoln Continental , and became standard on all non-H. For the model year,
Ford replaced the throttle-body system with sequential multi-port fuel injection, identifiable by
the large intake with an "EFI 5. For only, a special high-performance version of the was offered
for the Shelby GT It had a longer-duration camshaft, still with hydraulic lifters. The heads had
special close-tolerance pushrod holes to guide the pushrods without rail rocker arms or
stamped steel guide plates. The combustion chambers also featured a smaller quench design
for a higher compression ratio and enhanced flow characteristics. Additionally, high-flow cast
exhaust manifolds similar to those on the Hi-Po K-code engine further improved output.
Heavy-duty connecting rods with high-strength bolts and a nodular iron crankshaft were also
included in this package. This engine was not a factory engine. Rather, like all Shelby Mustang
engines, it was modified by Shelby American in their capacity as a vehicle upfitter. This special
engine is well documented in the Ford factory engine repair manual for Mustangs and Fairlanes.
The block was made in Mexico. The Mexican block was produced through to the mids and even
showed up in Ford cars, trucks, and vans throughout the s and early s Mexican-made engines
were often used by the USA car plants when CEP1 could not produce enough engines and
many Ford replacement engines were Mexican. Mexican blocks were not made from a highnickel content material as is generally thought, but rather Ford's usual ACB specification
material. They are no stronger than any other USA-made component and the bore service life is
generally lower due to less wear-resistant South American-sourced iron ore. All Mexican V8
blocks were cast and machined to accept a front engine mount as required for their truck
applications. The was to be phased out and the was to be an interim engine which would remain
until the new V6 was in production - a quick fix. Cylinder heads, which were specific to this

engine, used smaller combustion chambers and valves, and the intake ports were oval whereas
the others were all rectangular. The only externally visible clue was the use of an open-runner
intake manifold with a stamped-steel lifter valley cover attached to its underside, reminiscent of
previous-generation V8 engines, such as the Y-block and the MEL. Some variants i. Mercury
Grand Marquis were fitted with a variable-venturi carburetor which were capable of highway fuel
economy in excess of 27 MPG. Due to its dismal overall performance the was dropped at the
end the car model-year with , units manufactured - production continued and the plans to phase
it out were dropped. The model year brought a new 5. Manual-transmission equipped Mustangs
and Mercury Capris were first equipped with two-barrel carburetors , then a four-barrel Holley
carburetor â€” The block was fitted with revised, taller lifter bosses to accept roller lifters, and a
steel camshaft in , and electronic sequential fuel injection was introduced in While sequential
injection was used on the Mustang beginning in , many other vehicles, including trucks,
continued to use a batch-fire fuel injection system. The speed-density based EFI systems used
a large, two-piece, cast-aluminum manifold. It was fitted on all engines through , after which
year it was phased out for a mass-air type measuring system in most applications
non-California compliant Panther platform cars retained the speed-density system until the
Lincoln Town Car received the Modular V8 for model year , and the Crown Victoria and Grand
Marquis for The MAF system continued, with minor revisions, until the retirement of the engine
in In mid, the Explorer and Mountaineer 5. These GT40P heads are considered by many
enthusiasts to be extremely efficient. The remained a mainstay of various Ford cars and trucks
through the late '90s, although it was progressively replaced by the 4. The last engine was
produced for installation in a production vehicle was at Cleveland Engine Plant 1 in December ,
as part of a build-ahead to supply Ford of Australia, which installed their last such engine in a
new vehicle in August The is still available as a complete crate motor from Ford Racing
Performance Parts. In , Ford Australia also built some stroked, 5. Vehicles fitted with these
stroker engines were sold under the banner of, and only available from dealers under the FTE
banner Ford Tickford Experience. They were produced in conjunction with long standing
performance partner Tickford. These engines were highly successful, but upper management
refused to allow engines so equipped to go into production, stating that to use a cast iron block
in a new car though the remained an engine option in Explorers through MY was no longer
acceptable. One of the 5. Various aftermarket manufacturers have also produced four-valve
heads for the , notably Dominion Performance. The W Windsor is often confused with the
Cleveland , which is a different engine of identical displacement. The distributor is slightly
different, so as to accommodate a larger oil pump shaft and larger oil pump. Some years had
threaded dipstick tubes. It had a unique head which optimized torque over high-rpm breathing,
frequently replaced by enthusiasts with aftermarket heads providing better performance. The
early and heads had larger valves and ports for better performance. Early blocks casting ID
C9OEB had enough metal on bearing saddles 2, 3, and 4 for four-bolt mains, and as with all
small-block Fords SBFs , were superior in strength to most late-model, lightweight castings.
Generally, the to blocks are considered to be far superior in strength than the later blocks,
making these early units some of the strongest and most desirable in the entire SBF engine
family including the series. During the s, a four-barrel version intake manifold casting ID E6TEB
was reintroduced for use in light trucks and vans. In , fuel injection replaced the four-barrel
carburetor. The original connecting rod beam forging ID C9OE-A featured drilled oil squirt
bosses to lubricate the piston pin and cylinder bore and rectangular-head rod bolts mounted on
broached shoulders. A number of fatigue failures were attributed to the machining of the part,
so the bolt head area was spot-faced to retain metal in the critical area, requiring the use of
'football head' bolts. The oil squirt bosses were drilled for use in export engines, where the
quality of accessible lubricants was questionable. The cap featured a longer boss for balancing
than the original design. The block underwent some changes since its inception. In , deck
height was extended from 9. In , a boss was added on the front of the right cylinder bank to
mount the air injection pump casting D4AE-A. In , the oil dipstick tube moved from the timing
case to the skirt under the left cylinder bank near the rear of the casting. In , the rear main seal
was changed from a two-piece component to a one-piece design. Around 8. During the s, motor
enthusiasts were modifying Cleveland 2V cylinder heads by rerouting the coolant exit from the
block surfaces to the intake manifold surfaces for use in the W, resulting in the Clevor
combining Cleveland and Windsor. This modification required the use of custom pistons by
reason of differing combustion chamber terrain canted valves vs. This combination yielded the
horsepower potential of the C with the ruggedness of the W small block and was possible
because more C 2V cylinder heads were manufactured than the corresponding engine blocks
the M and used the same head as the C 2V. The 5. Before , the 5. This programmed coding was
placed into the vehicle's computer to tell the motor how much air it should be getting, therefore

supplying an appropriate amount of fuel. However, if modifications are made to increase air
flow, the computer does not provide more fuel until the oxygen sensors register a lean burn and
only then can the computer compensate fuel trim. After , the engine was changed to mass air
flow MAF. This allowed the computer to directly read how much air the engine was receiving
through the help of a sensor in the air intake as long as that exact sensor was used MAF
sensors cannot be upgraded for increased flow without using an aftermarket chip, reflash, or
ECU. The rest of the intake system can be modified in any number of ways, but generally the
MAF sensor remains stock. Because the computer reads this, it is able to increase the amount
of fuel the engine gets when the air flow is increased, thus increasing performance. During that
time, the recreational marine community's small-block V8 platform of choice shifted to the cu in
5. In , Saleen released the S7 twin-turbo version of the engine with two Garrett turbochargers
producing 5. Deck height choices include 9. Maximum displacements are 4. The resulting
displacement is up to The uncross-drilled block with increased bore capacity became available
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Mecstroth's Speed Density-based 5. I just bought a Grand Marquis with 48, miles on it for
cheap! I plan on putting the 5. Also plug ears would like to get rid of all emissions stuff without
ruining the engine. Total Cost Involved independent front suspension for early Comets,
Falcons, and Rancheros complete basic kit, PN eliminates the high shock towers and adds
rack-and-pinion steering. It requires late-model double-hump oil pans and provides plenty of
room for proper inlet ducting if running a MAF meter. Photo: Total Cost Involved. Excellent
question, Redharry. There are at least 25 common mistakes or fallacies often made when
retrofitting mids to mids Ford EFI V8 engines into earlier Ford muscle cars, including "wives'
tales" that some people think are mistakes but really aren't. For a real-world fix-it on a retrofit 5.
For reference, your Mercury Grand Marquis 5. Your engine does not have a Mass Air Flow MAF
meter in the inlet duct, which measures actual airflow through the inlet duct to help the ECU
determine the right amounts of fuel, air, and spark advance. It really helps to have the service
manual and wiring diagram for both the donor vehicle and the receiver vehicle. In a perfect
world, to make the swap as painless as possible, the drivetrain, computer, and wiring harness
should all come from the same donor. Unless otherwise stated, we'll assume here the use of a
Ford OE factory engine management system. When that might present a problem meeting your
needs, we also present alternatives. OK, onto the potential "gotchas. Mismatching the ECU and
engine firing order: To avoid computer electrical terminal repinning and rewiring or costly parts
swaps, if using the factory ECU, it must be compatible with have the same firing order as the
engine's camshaft. Ford used two different firing orders on roller-cammed 5. Your Grand
Marquis has a hydraulic roller cam and the traditional firing order. Ford numbers its V8
cylinders consecutively down each bank, starting with No. All 5. Depending on model and year,
roller-cam non-HO 5. Mismatching the ECU fuel-injector firing sequence: Ford 5. Pickup trucks
with port fuel-injection use a batch-fire system half the injectors fire simultaneously. ECUs must
be compatible with the injector firing mode. But see Tips 11 and 12, below. The meter might not
work properly if relocated. Bends immediately downstream or upstream from the MAF disturb
airflow through the meter, resulting in an incorrect reading. If departing from the factory ducting

and mounting location, a Ford OE MAF meter ideally needs about 10 inches of straight tubing
on either side of it for optimal performance. The MAF should not butt up against the throttle
body; the delay between actual airflow through the meter versus the amount of throttle opening
in the throttle body may confuse the signal to the ECU. Don't butt a stock MAF meter directly up
against the back of the air filter, either. Because of possible turbulence that can result in an
incorrect reading, don't locate the meter directly in the cooling fan path. The flow isn't smooth,
so it gets a bad reading. A jury-rigged cardboard shield temporarily fixed the problem; later, the
car owner fabricated a permanent aluminum baffle. The engine won't run right without catalytic
converters partial fallacy : All Ford SFI V8 engines have dual exhaust, one pipe for each bank of
cylinders. Each bank side has its own narrowband oxygen O2 sensor, located ahead of the
catalytic converter s. On some cars the dual pipes merge to go through a single catalytic
converter; others have a full dual exhaust system with dual converters. You can remove the
converter s without affecting system operation or driveability in an emissions-exempt
application that uses the OBD-1 Ford engine management system basically anything prior to
with the pin ECU; OBD-2 systems have a larger pin ECU. The pin ECU won't even throw a code.
Incorrect O2 sensor location or installation: With or without the converter s , the OE system still
requires an O2 sensor on each bank, mounted as close as possible to the original stock
position. The O2 sensor needs to sample the average oxygen content of that entire bank, so if
fabricating a custom exhaust, install the sensor in each bank's common collector or pipe no
more than 3 inches downstream from the pipe's merge point. As Sanchez puts it, "O2 sensors
work off heat. Anything more than 3 inches and the pipe becomes too cool. If the exhaust is too
cold, the sensor always causes the computer to command an overly rich fuel mixture. Ford 5.
On this retrofit, they were too far upstream and too close to the heads driver-side, shown.
Besides running hot, the poor location prevents accurately sampling the average of all the
bank's cylinders. Sanchez relocated the sensor mounting locations downstream in the common
exhaust pipe after the collector-merge driver-side, shown. Removing the "smog" Thermactor
pump and related valves: This belt-driven air pump adds air to the exhaust. On a cold start, it
injects air ahead of the OBD-1 system's O2 oxygen sensor mounted upstream before the stock
setup's catalytic converter. With the extra injected air, the O2 sensor reports a "lean" mixture to
the ECU, which then commands additional fuel enrichment for the first 30 seconds of engine
operation it's the electronic version of a carburetor choke. Without the additional smog
pump-supplied air, the O2 sensor won't read leanâ€”which means the ECU won't order
additional enrichment, causing a cold engine to stall out. As the engine warms up, based on
ECU input from air and coolant temperature sensors, a valve switches the air injection to a port
downstream from the O2 sensor but still upstream from the converter, which keeps the
converter hot or "lit off. In an emissions-exempt application, using the OE Ford engine
management system, you can discard the smog pump only if the following are both "true":
You're not running catalytic converters and never drive or start the car below 30 degrees
Fahrenheit ambient temperatures. As for a smog pump's supposed detrimental effect on
performance: Actual back-to-back dragstrip tests performed by Sanchez years ago show that,
with no other changes, "a smog pump costs only one-tenth of 1 hp. Thermactor tubes bolt to
the rear of late-model cylinder heads. To prevent an exhaust leak out the back of the heads if
not using the tubes, plug the passage holes with Ford's blind-threaded insert kit PN F4ZZ-6EA.
Aftermarket off-road-only air pump eliminator idler brackets for the serpentine-drive system are
available from several sources including Ford Performance, PN MA Either way, the car runs like
crap. In an emissions-exempt retrofit with a vented gas tank, keep the EFE valve plugged in to
the wire harness but without any hoses connectedâ€”then tuck it out of the way where no one
can see it. Improper electrical grounds: Do not tie all the ECU grounds together. Ford has them
separated to clean up bleed over that can confuse the sensitive, usually low-voltage electrical
signals. ECU terminal 20 should ground directly to the body or frame. On first-gen Ford EFI
systems, if required the VSS' primary purposes are preventing engine stall under braking or
interfacing with the factory cruise control system. Need to run a VSS plus a cable-driven
speedometer on a Ford? Stock on many Fords circa including Meckstroth's Ford AOD with
factory cruise control , it even fits an old C4, screwing right into the existing speedometer cable
hole. NDS switch missing or not connected automatic transmission : In gear, additional load
imparted on the engine by the torque converter and trans cause an idle-speed drop. Automatics
require a functional NDS. On the AOD, it's located on the driver-side of the main case above the
shift linkage A. It closes in gear, signaling the ECU to raise engine speed by rpm. Wrong
flexplate and harmonic damper wrong unbalance : All Ford small-blocks are externally
balanced, but the amount of external unbalance on the 5. Early small-blocks including the
original Comet V8 or had The flexplate and front damper must have the correct amount of
external unbalance for the engine. Out back, use the correct stock tooth AOD auto trans

flexplate with 50 oz-in unbalance. The starter must match the flexplate diameter, which is larger
than most early C4 flexplates. The torque converter must come from an AOD. Early V-belt
pulleys don't match balancer: If using an early three-bolt V-belt crank pulley instead of the
late-model serpentine-beltdrive system, you need to redrill the pulley to match the four-bolt
pattern on the late 50 oz-in balancer. All stock early three-bolt balancers have a 28 oz-in
unbalance, so they can't be used. It's possible to redrill the three-bolt pulley at home without
machinist-level precision. If the holes end up slightly offset, it shouldn't result in a wobbly
pulley because Ford has a tight-fit pulley-to-balancer center index hole it functions like a road
wheel's center hub. Other alternatives: Find a four-bolt V-belt pulley circa late s through late s
or buy an aftermarket 50 oz-in unbalance damper with the right pulley bolt pattern. Ford
Performance Parts SFI crankshaft damper for to 50 oz-in unbalance engines has both three- and
four-bolt pulley mounting patterns. A removable weight allows use with aftermarket internally
balanced cranks. Various thickness spacers are available separately as needed to correct belt
alignment on the 3-inch overall-length damper. Photos: Ford Performance Parts. Water pump
direction of rotation wrong: 5. V-belts require a standard-rotation water pump. Use a water
pump matching the beltdrive system's rotational direction. If unsure, check the impeller:
standard clockwise rotation at left, used with V-belts; reverse counterclockwise rotation at right,
used with nearly all serpentine-belt setups. The pump at left is typical of most replacement
standard-rotation water pumps; note the different backing plate bolt pattern compared to the
late serpentine pump that prevents bolting on later serpentine-pump plates for greater front
timing cover compatibility. Wrong fan for water pump direction of rotation: If running a
mechanical fan, the blade angles must be compatible with the water pump's direction of
rotation. Incompatible water pump and timing cover: Stock front timing covers must be
compatible with the water pump type standard- or reverse-rotation , the water pump-to-timing
cover bolt pattern, and the pump's rear cover's outlet hole shape versus the timing cover's inlet
hole shape. Universal timing covers that accept many standard-rotation and reverse-rotation
pumps are available from several sources, including California Pony Cars and Ford
Performance Parts. Generally, if your water pump's rear cover has round outlet holes, it has
broader front cover compatibilityâ€”or fab your own custom rear cover out of steel or aluminum
plate. This "universal" Ford Performance Parts front timing cover PN MD works on most early
and many late applications with a compatible water pump and pump backing plate. It includes a
front-sump oil pan dipstick hole, a mechanical fuel pump boss, and driver- and passenger-side
timing tab mounts. Wrong driveshaft yoke: Use the Grand Marquis yoke; early s yokes like the
one from the stock Comet had a different yoke spline count. You'll have to shorten the
driveshaft in any event to accommodate an AOD. Wrong oil pan: Early cars with stock front
suspension layouts require a front-sump pan, corresponding oil pump pickup tube and screen,
and a front timing cover with a dipstick tube holeâ€”but and later Fords came with double-hump
pans. Normally, this requires swapping to the correct parts. However, your custom TCI frontend
with rack-and-pinion steering is set up for the late double-hump oil pan. Lower radiator hose
doesn't match original radiator: Late-model accessory drives are designed to work with a
driver-side lower radiator hose. Your Comet radiator would have had a passenger-side lower
hose. Make up a custom hose, or get a custom radiator with correct late-model lower radiator
outlet. Wrong gas pedal: Not a deal-breaker, but that old vintage pedal and solid metal throttle
linkage won't work with an EFI throttle body and late-style accelerator cable. Use your Grand
Marquis or a to Mustang pedal and throttle cable. The pedal bolts to the floor, so installation is
relatively easy. Failure to remove the ballast resistor wire: Your EFI motor needs a full 12 volts
to run right. It won't get it if the old points ignition resistor wire located in the starter
switch-to-distributor coil circuit is still in place. The non-resistor portion of the original wire
usually is red with a green tracer; the ballast resistor portion is usually pink. It's usually easiest
to just run a whole new wire. Gas tank not compatible with EFI: High-pressure fuel-injection
systems require a constant fuel supply. The stock s Ford SFI systems also need a return line.
In-tank pumps are preferred; they run cooler and keep the fuel cooler. Pushing fuel is more
efficient than sucking fuel. Old legacy non-EFI fuel tanks don't have the sophisticated internal
baffling necessary to prevent fuel slosh at low fuel levels under hard acceleration, braking, or
cornering, which in an EFI application might cause momentary fuel starvation. There are four
ways to solve this problem: Weld in a sump at the bottom of the tank and use a noisy external
fuel pump; install a fuel cell in the trunk; get a high-buck custom tank made; or install an
affordable, modular Aeromotive Phantom fuel system inside the existing stock fuel tank.
Alternatively, Aeromotive also offers affordable "plug-and-play" vehicle-specific Gen II Stealth
gas tanks that come completely assembled with the Phantom system already installed. Modify
your legacy fuel tank that lacks proper baffling or return-line provisions for EFI with
Aeromotive's Phantom universal modular conversion kits, which come with the pump, pickup,

inlet, return, vent, and unique baffling thatâ€”once you've drilled a new hole in the
tankâ€”permit dropping in the assembly as a unit. It prevents uncovering the fuel pump under
aggressive driving conditions or at low fuel levels. The system fits any 6- to inch deep fuel tank.
Wrong transmission mount: Early s Ford transmissions still used trans mounts with an offset
longitudinal mounting pattern. Like other Ford transmissions since the mids, the AOD uses
modern-style transverse mounts with straight-across bolts. This may require crossmember
modification, relocation, or even a complete custom crossmember. In sum, although there are
both mechanical as well as electronic issues on a swap like yours, aftermarket solutions are
availableâ€”this is not a pioneering effort. Traditionally, the MAF meter-equipped 5. With an
unmodified engine, it may be simpler to use a Speed Density engine-management system in a
limited-clearance retrofit application. For modified engines or those wanting to delete smog
equipment in an emissions-exempt environment, consider Holley's Terminator X Speed Density
port fuel-injection system. The system includes a handheld LED calibration touch screen, or
you can really dig in deep using a Windows laptop. Photo: Holley. If you intend to heavily
modify the engine, or really want to trashcan the "superfluous" smog equipmentâ€”such as the
smog pump or EGR systemâ€”in an emissions-exempt application, I'd strongly consider using
an easily reprogrammable aftermarket port fuel management system like Holley's Terminator-X.
Another alternative is a piggyback system for the factory ECU like those offered by SCTâ€”but
you'd be dependent on a third party for a custom tune. SCT doesn't officially support and earlier
Ford computers anymore, and even when it did, custom one-off "tunes" were only available
through licensed dealers. Good luck, and send us some pics when it's finally done! Please
provide your real name and a daytime phone number so we can contact you for more
information if necessary. Questions will be answered in the print edition or on HotRod. FORD or
Close Ad. The firing-order of the camshaft and computer must be compatible. Sequential-fire
and batch-fire computers don't interchange. MAF meter and Speed Density computers don't
interchange. Even in an emissions-exempt application, the EGR valve and Thermactor pump
must be used or the engine won't run right. Consider an aftermarket EFI system if you don't
want to run emissions devices. With a few exceptions, most emissions-related sensors are still
needed. In an emissions-exempt application, the catalytic converters aren't needed or required.
An evaporative control system isn't needed but the EFE valve still needs to be plugged in. The
harmonic damper and flexplate or flywheel need to have the correct 50 oz-in unbalance. The
starter must match the flexplate or flywheel diameter. The harmonic damper and pulley
bolt-pattern must match. V-belt systems require a standard-rotation water pump. Serpentine
systems require a reverse-rotation water pump. The timing cover and water pump must have the
same bolt-pattern and compatible coolant transfer holes. Mechanical fan-blade pitch-angle must
match the water pump's direction of rotation. Gas tank and fuel-supply system must be
EFI-friendly. Consider Aeromotive's Phantom system for converting old legacy tanks. Change to
a front-sump oil pan and pickup if retrofitting into legacy Fords muscle-cars with stock front
suspensions. This may require a new timing cover with dipstick-tube provisions. A
throttle-body-compatible cable and gas pedal are needed. Radiator lower hose ideally should be
on the driver-side. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Skip to main content. Related: ford
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